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Overview

The D-Rom website is a B2B proposition designed to aggregate dance
music to be distributed via itunes, Emusic, mobile phones and all
other online music distribution companies.
Clubs and DJs will AutoUpload their mixes on a monthly basis, and DROM will deliver them direct to the distribution platforms.
In the past, the premier list of club’s and dj mixes achieved regular
sales of 200,000 CDs world wide for a single mix.
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BUT the market has changed and consumers want to download dance
mixes on to their ipods, mobiles and computers.
The D-Rom website will meet this demand and will aggregate and
deliver dances mixes across all digital platforms.
We conservatively estimate that 100 of the premier clubs and djs will
regularly upload one mix a month by the end of the first year of
trading.
The AutoUploading and AutoLicensing software on the D-Rom website
together with direct distribution via the internet will ensure maximum
financial returns.
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The Market
In the UK alone an estimated one million people go clubbing and
listen to dj’s and their mixes every weekend.
The unique aspect of the D-rom web site is its ability to AutoLicense
the rights to the mix worldwide, across all digital platforms.
With the popularity of the club/dj mix compilations, we recognise
there may be an opportunity to set up a subscription base as well as
use a pay per download model.

User Generated Content - single uploads:
This is the fastest growing area of consumer interest on Facebook,
MySpace and all social community websites.
Dance mixes have always attracted the gifted amateur and there are
more than 20,000 dance tracks produced in bedroom studios every
month. The D-Rom website will showcase these mixes alongside the
best in the world and make them available for purchase and
download.
This will encourage the development of new talent and enable the
bedroom producer to make money.

Licensing Model
MASTER RIGHTS: A licence fee of a percentage of PPD will be paid for
all master rights usage. Pre-approval will be negotiated with all the
major independent labels.
PUBLISHING: MCPS have approved a license for all activity on the
site.
A license fee will be negociated for all master rights usage.
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About Us
D-ROM Ltd is a New Media company with offices in both the UK
(London) and the USA (Miami) that specializes in producing dance
music DVDs and CDs for the youth culture and dance music
markets.
D-ROM Ltd has released six dvd titles previously, with a further
six titles in pre-production.
D-ROM Ltd has developed cost effective, time efficient systems
for the production of music DVDs/ CDs.
D-ROM Ltd handles the icensing, production, authoring,
encoding, replication, distribution and marketing of all its
products.
D-ROM was established in 1997 to produce media rich content on
both the web and CD Extras. D-ROM Ltd already has a recognized
and well respected brand in the market place.
The flagship product and label originated with the creation and
production of the first cover mounted CD extras which appeared on
the world’s top dj publications, DJ MAG in the UK (A Nexus Media
Publication) and DMA/ in the USA (Dance Music Authority).
These pioneering cover mounts featured the worlds biggest DJs
including Paul Oakenford, Danny Tenaglia, David Morales, Nick
Warren, Sonic, and many, many more.
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